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In past years, Sierra Club elections have
received little attention within the club,
let alone from outsiders. After all, what

was at stake? Environmentalist A or
environmentalist B would
work to protect our air and
water in very much the
same way.

Unfortunately, it’s
become more complicated
than that. Disgruntled
insiders, as well as outside
interests ranging from
PETA to anti-immigration
racists are trying to sway
the elections. Accusations
of dishonesty are flying in
every direction. To make matters worse,
voter participation is usually extremely low,
meaning that outside groups only need to
organize a small number of voters to
dramatically change the way Sierra Club
handles its budget of over $80 M.

In short, the candidates for the Board
of Directors put forward by the nominating
committee reflect the Sierra Club’s current
priorities. They are solid environmentalists
with the track record to show it. They are
appalled by president Bush’s apathy toward

the environment and see defeating him as a
top priority. Groundswell Sierra, a group
formed to resist outside influence and

When you sign on for a job you
expect to have at least a vague
idea of what your responsibilities

will be on day one.  Your
job will have specific duties
and you will be held
accountable to your
superiors or face the
consequences of possible
termination.  When you
received an allowance from
your parents you knew you
would have to do your
chores; when you worked
your first job in high school
you knew you would have
to show up on time for your shifts; and if
you are a graduating senior lucky enough
to already have a job, then you probably
have a good idea as to what you will be
doing when you show up for work this
coming summer or fall.

A major exception to this reasonable
expectation can be seen with the 535
members of Congress in Washington who,
surprisingly, are given no job description in
the founding document of our country.
When the constitution of the United States

was written and subsequently ratified,
omitted by the Founding Fathers was a
specific list of responsibilities that come with

While sitting alone in my dorm room during quiet
Spring Break here in Ithaca, I came across an
intriguing news article on Yahoo’s news page.

The article, ‘Black Clergy Brush Off Gay Marriage Link,’
recounted how 30 black
pastors had gathered at
the Abundant Life Church
in Lithonia, Georgia the
night of 22 March to sign a
statement declaring that
same-sex marriage is not a
civil right.1  Later that week,
the document was
presented to state
lawmakers in support of a
proposed Georgia
amendment banning gay marriage.

By autographing their affirmation, these 30 black
pastors declared that it was insulting and invalid for gay
marriage activists to draw a comparison between their
movement and the struggle of African Americans for their
own rights.  While every campaign for civil rights is

inherently unique, I assert that it is valid for supporters of
gay marriage to draw emotional inspiration and justification
from the Civil Rights movement, all the while remembering
that we must also not forget the individual spirit and basis

of the African American
struggle for freedom.

At the heart of this
controversy is the question of
whether gay marriage is a basic
civil right.  Bishop Donn
Thomas, one of the signers of
the declaration, resoundingly
rejects this notion.  ‘The civil
rights movement was a
positive freedom for African-
Americans to experience our

capabilities as men and women created in the image of God,’
he says. ‘The homosexual lobby is seeking a negative
freedom rooted in the sexual revolution, and it’s a negative
freedom from the restraint of morality.’2
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HEADLINES

20 March 2004 – Millions worldwide filled streets and
town squares to commemorate the first anniversary of the
U.S. invasion of Iraq, but also to protest the ongoing
occupation.

Nearly a million people in Rome packed the city’s streets
in a massive protest rally, perhaps the largest to date. 25,000
protested in London, and two Greenpeace activists scaled
Big Ben, displaying a banner that read ‘Time for Truth’. In
New York, protesters echoed their European counterparts,
where tens of thousands of Americans marched against the
2003 war. Over a hundred thousand across Japan similarly
voiced protest of their country’s involvement in the war,
the largest Japanese
foreign military
operation since the
Second World War.

Around the world,
the message of the
protests seemed
consistent: The
invasion of Iraq has led
to less security, not
more. While Bush
declared the Iraqi
campaign an ‘essential
victory’ in the war on
terror, just a few days
before on 14 March
Jose Luis Rodriguez
Zapatero and his
Socialist Party won a decisive victory against the previous
Prime Minister Jose Maria Aznar in reaction to the 11
March attacks on Spanish commuter trains. It is generally
believed that the train bombing attacks were coordinated
by Al-Qaeda as a kind of political retaliation against Spain
for their involvement in Iraq. The Spanish population
had been even more radically against involvement in the
War in Iraq than the British, and the defeat of Aznar, who
drove the country to war, was a resounding message to
the world and President Bush from the people of Spain.

The people of the United States make their voice heard
on the Iraq issue in November. (Source: CBC)
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LOCAL NEWS

9 March 2004, Ithaca, NY – Tracy Mitrano, Director of Information
Technology Policy and Computer Law and Policy hosted an ‘all-day
educational review in the spirit Cornell’s vision of Teaching, Research and
Outreach’ – an all-encompassing analysis of the USA PATRIOT Act and
its effect on Cornell. Of particular interest was the 2:00 pm seminar in the
Biotechnology Building on central campus, where Susan Murphy, Vice
President of Student and Academic Services, Robert Richardson, Newman
Professor of Physics and Vice Provost of Research, and Sarah Thomas, C.
A. Kroch University Librarian, presented their views on how life at Cornell
has changed since the passing of the massive October 2001 law.

First, Murphy outlined how certain new visa restrictions have held up a
considerable number of international scholars from attending school in the
United States, and how due to the Patriot Act, universities experienced a
significant drop in the number of international grad students (18% here at
Cornell, and a 32% average drop across the country). Murphy also spoke
regarding changes to the lives of International Students and Scholars Office
staff, whose work has grown significantly with the implementation of the
SEVIS tracking system for international students.

Richardson emphasized the Patriot Act’s effect on international research.
While Richardson agreed with the architects of the Act that security is an
issue we must address and face, the physicist condemned restrictions on
collaboration between domestic and international researchers. New
regulations that affect the proceedings of research conferences in the United
States will drive such conferences outside our borders, Richardson warned,
and new security routines imposed upon research facilities are costing so
much that departments must cut back on international scholar staff with
access to direct research in restricted materials and technologies.

Thomas discussed the effect of the Patriot Act on Cornell’s renowned
library system. Because the Act provides the government with access to
library records, the university library has reacted by setting new guidelines
for record management, including the routine destruction of library records
after an allotted time. Nevertheless, Thomas and the university library, who
have championed civil liberties and privacy through their actions, have yet
to encounter a request for library records from the government.

The Patriot Act is a document that is not well understood by and large
by most in this country, but this discussion event went beyond the routine
and cut to the heart of the issue: the importance of our civil liberties to both
world-renowned research institutions such as Cornell and to society in
general. (Source: TL Staff)

20 March 2004, Washington – Alabama attorney general William
H. Pryor, Jr., famous for his Christian conservative religious beliefs
and opposition to Roe vs. Wade, was installed in the federal appeals
court, contingent upon Senate approval.  President Bush chose his
timing wisely, using a Congressional recess to avoid a Democratic
filibuster that had blocked the nomination.

While Bush and fellow Republicans such as Senate majority
leader Bill Frist consider Pryor a solid appointee, Democrats see
Pryor as another example of a conservative packing of the courts
with reactionary candidates. Pryor’s record on abortion, the
environment and gay rights is outright disturbing. A strong Catholic,
Pryor argued against the repeal of sodomy laws in Texas because it
set a precedent for legalized ‘prostitution, adultery, necrophilia,
bestiality, possession of child pornography and even incest and
pedophilia.’ A
R e p u b l i c a n
smear campaign
has painted
P r y o r ’ s
D e m o c r a t
opponents as
anti-Catholic –
despite, of
course, the fact
that the
p r e s u m p t i v e
D e m o c r a t i c
candidate for
President in this
year’s elections
is Catholic.

Pryor is the second Bush appointment to the federal courts this
year. Charles W. Pickering Sr. filled another appeals court seat in
January. Pickering’s appointment was heavily protested as well as
Pryor’s, and blocked by Senate Democrats.

Bush’s latest nomination was that of William Haynes II, the
Department of Defence’s top lawyer to the Court of Appeals.
Haynes is known for his disregard for constitutional rights. (Source:
NYT)

29 March 2004, Boston – Gay rights advocates took yet
another blow to their cause, as Massachusetts lawmakers
preliminarily approved a constitutional amendment to define
marriage as that between a man and a woman only. Neither
conservatives nor progressives are declaring victory, in the
state where a precedent-setting November Supreme Court
decision determined that it is unconstitutional to disallow same-
sex marriage.

The proposed constitutional amendment is seen as a
compromise by moderate conservatives because the change
would legalize same-sex civil unions – a move that has enraged
both left and right. Although many on the Left see the legislative
direction in Massachusetts as dismaying, co-leader of the
Massachusetts Gay and Lesbian Political Caucus Arline

Gay Marriage Decisions:
Steps Forward, Steps Back

Mitrano and Panel Discuss
The Patriot Act at Cornell

Pryor Appointed To Court,
Haynes Next?

Bush Judicial Activism in High Gear Before Election

Isaacson announced victory upon the announcement of the
compromise law, as it moves the state past more conservative
versions of the gay marriage ban proposed in prior months.
Gay marriage constitutional bans are being considered in other
states including Georgia, which already has a legislative gay
marriage ban.

Despite setbacks, progress continues north of the border
in the Canadian province of Quebec, where on 19 March gay
marriage rights were won as the Quebec Court of Appeals fell
in line with similar decisions in Ontario and British Columbia.
The Court of Appeals upheld an original ruling legalizing same-
sex marraige by a lower court in 2002; and in the same year,
the Quebec Superior Court decided that restricting the definition
of marriage to the union of a man and a woman in incompatible
with the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms. Since last
year, gay and lesbian Americans have flocked north of the
border to secure their marriage rights. (Source: ABC, CBC)

William Pryor Jr.
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From The Editor’s Desk
Vital Liberalism and A New Understanding with The Religious Left
BY ANDREW GARIB

... A more intimate and
realistic understanding
of religious liberalism
and its moral
underpinnings gives us
better grounds for
combating often more
insidious [worldwide]
threats ...

With a firm basis in
morality, both religion and
liberal ideology should in
many cases have a firm
common bond ...

The popular Joan of Arcadia stars a
teenager who has a unique and
ongoing dialogue with her God.

Touched By An Angel, a show about angels
and their interventions into people’s lives
was once the backbone of CBS primetime.
Mel Gibson’s The Passion of Christ is the
cinematic hit of the year, and the first
religious blockbuster of the third millennium.

The popularity of religiously themed
media is undeniable, and many
conservatives – rightly – proclaim victory
over a more acrid, secular attitude that
dominated another time. I say ‘rightly’
because the growth of popular expression
of spirituality in this country can be seen in
part as a reaction to a paternalistic, cynical
and atheistic attitude regularly associated
with the Left. Instead of being seen as the
champions of diversity of religion and
beliefs, progressives are in general viewed
(often correctly) as those who condemn
religion as the people’s opiate, or worse,
some form of mental delusion.

‘Reverse Cynicism’

CBS President Leslie Moonves cited a kind
of ‘reverse cynicism’
as the roots of the
success of Touched in
the mid 1990’s; and
today, some of the
show’s fans insist
that its cancellation
was due not to
lagging ratings but
rather a tendency to
mention God in each
episode that was so
disagreeable to the
network. This
example hints at the
strong sensitivity
among many theists
in this country to the pervasive and often
radical secularism expected by many in
government and popular culture.

We only have to look as far as today’s
headlines to see the cost of the radical
secularist attack on such things as the
mention of God in the Pledge of Allegiance.
Michael Newdow, who has taken The U.S.,
Congress and two California school districts
to court in order to revoke the Cold War
amendment to the Pledge of Allegiance from
his daughter’s classroom, is often styled by
headlines as ‘the atheist’, rather than a
plaintiff standing firmly behind his
interpretation of the Constitution and the
justness of his cause. These headlines and
their accompanying stories often fail to even
mention the plaintiff’s name. Newdow
should be taken seriously (or ridiculed) not
because he is an atheist, but due to the
justness of his cause and substance behind
his case, which now stands before the
Supreme Court.

Newdow isn’t alone. ‘The most hated
woman in America’ Madalyn Murray O’Hair
earned her title not merely through her
opposition to prayer in public schools
(through her efforts prayer in the classroom
was found unconstitutional in 1963), but her
spiteful, rabid atheism and insulting public
words spoken against her fellow theist
citizens. While O’Hair was victorious, only
progressive secular causes can hurt from
such liberal PR disasters.

This apparent schism between
progressive institutions and the religious
and spiritual sensitivities of Americans

hasn’t always been the case. The causes
and ideals of the religious Left have
resonated with those of slavery
abolitionists, New Deal liberals and civil
rights activists in different eras toward
different ends. It has been a long time since
secular progressives and liberal religious
groups have joined together and claimed
victory over reactionary forces. And with
the kind of press coverage that the secular
Left receives (especially with O’Hair and most
recently with Newdow), it’s no wonder that
of late liberals and the religious are so often
at odds.

Faith in Political Thought

Several institutions estimate that between
twenty-five and thirty percent of Americans
are fundamentalist Christians. Perhaps as
few as ten percent of Americans are atheists
– certainly only a small percentage of liberals
overall – which causes me to wonder why
our political message has been so sanitized
of religious connotations when the vast
majority of Americans hold that their morality
stems not from reason or custom, but the
divine. George W. Bush himself, responding
to the 2002 9th Circuit court decision in favor
of Newdow, made clear his belief that ‘our
rights were derived from God’ – a statement

highly resonant
with the beliefs
of the majority of
Americans.

T h e s e
beliefs are, at
least at the
political level,
quite misguided.
White House
spokesman Ari
Fleischer has no
d i f f i c u l t i e s
listing symbols
of American
society which
acknowledge

God’s dominion – from ‘In God We Trust’
on our coins to the prayers that initiate every
sitting of Congress – but of course Fleischer
cannot make the same example of the most
important symbol of America and its
founding ideology: America’s Constitution.
It is clear that the separation of church and
state is a deliberate result of the phrasing
and structure of the Constitution, and that
reason, not spirituality, was the instrument
of the document’s creation and should be
the mechanism of its ongoing evolution.
Nevertheless, the secular founding ideology
was not meant to render impotent intelligent
moral and political considerations derived
from both reason and religious faith.

The secular Left will remind us that
religious conflict has and will continue to
cause the death of millions, that religious
doctrine continues to be used as justification
for the most horrific social practices and
beliefs, and that modern law and government
structure are usually (and certainly should
be) determined by reason and experience
rather than religious interpretation. All of
these statements are correct, but fail to
address the fact that elements of faith are
the foundations for all political beliefs as
well as religious ones, and that, in fact, some
political beliefs have very closely resembled
the religious variety. Carl Sagan emphasized
in his writing the elements of faith in science,
and the odd way that atheist scientists and
believers often look for the same things.

Political faiths – whether liberal, Marxist
or fascist – eerily resemble religions in
institution, doctrine and ritual. It’s no secret

why: faiths, political and religious alike,
attest some sort of moral systematization.
Concepts of justice and the greater good
are loaded with moral significance and are
both the central justifications of religious
duty and political
i d e o l o g i c a l
composure. So, as
Sagan seems to
ask, why pretend
that religion and
worldly questions
based upon reason
alone are that
much different?

With a firm
basis in morality,
both religion and
liberal ideology
should in many cases have a firm common
bond. Respect for individual life and dignity,
concern for the disenfranchised, equality of
individuals under laws religious and secular,
belief in absolute truth in justice, belief in
the common and greater good, individual
betterment and the moral interdependence
of peoples are all ideas fundamental to much
of liberal and religious belief. Secular liberal
idealists should be the first to give their
respect to the moral foundation of the
religious Left. And despite O’Hair and the
like, liberal theists are the ones who have
the last laugh, for their moral authority is
quite obvious, whereas secular liberals must
trust in their own very mortal reasoning and
experience.

Vital Liberalism

The Left is almost always leading the charge
in issues where religious institutions are in
the wrong – for example, religiously
condoned abuse and degradation of women
in Islamic countries and others, Bible-Belt
Christians’ insistence on teaching ‘creation
science’ along with evolutionary theory, or
thinly-veiled bigoted religious doctrines
against the homosexual lifestyle.

Nevertheless,
a more intimate
and realistic
understanding of
religious liberalism
and its moral
underp inn ings
gives us better
grounds for
combating often
more insidious
threats, such as
religious sectarian
v i o l e n c e
w o r l d w i d e ,
orthodox Catholic
views on
contraception, the
r e a c t i o n a r y
Christian Right
agenda in the United States – and of course,
Islamic terrorism, which has routinely and
appallingly found apologists within the
liberal community.

A new progressive attitude towards
religion embodying practicality rather than
pretentiousness should parallel what
Christian writer John Fischer calls ‘vital
Christianity’. Fischer, described as an ‘artist,
thinker and communicator’ in the pop-
religious Relevant magazine for which he
writes, reacts to the isolationism exhibited
in some Christian communities as a result of
so-called culture wars between society and
the church.

Fischer questions why politically
motivated Christians rally around issues

such as the public posting of the Ten
Commandments, or prayer in public schools,
or the Newdow case. ‘Is it because [they]
are genuinely concerned about the kingdom
of God on earth, or are [they] concerned

about the
preservation of
“[their] way of life”
in a society and
popular culture that
seems to be
gradually slipping
out of grasp? …
The most
productive goal for
a Christian’s
involvement in the
world,’ Fischer
adds, ‘[is] living a

vital, distinctive life that will touch all
aspects of culture due to the presence of
believers in it.’ Simple high-minded
insulation from religious affairs is not
enough to effect change in the society
liberals are meant to care so much about.
Vital liberalism is not about elitist moral
stances but the recognition of our
interweaving ideologies and moralities, and
the utilization of our common ideals towards
greater goals.

Turn Left is not the kind of intellectual forum
to reject and ridicule participation drawn
from religious moral viewpoints. We as
liberals believe in Newdow’s case not
because religion is wrong, but because the
idea of the separation between church and
state is simply right. And contrary to popular
belief, the liberal ideal of secularism is in fact
quite embracing of an absolute morality –
it’s just that those who accuse liberals of
moral relativism have a different set of
absolutes in which they believe.

Alliance with a progressive religious
movement is the most meaningful counter
to the religious right that has so gripped
this country and its government, because it
will topple the conservative theological

monopoly of divine
authority in
political discourse.
It will, essentially,
threaten bigotry,
hatred, racism,
sexism, fear,
isolationism and
delusions of
American manifest
destiny, all justified
by a Republican
God. American
believers need to
realize once and for
all that their God is
not on the side of an
administration that
uses His name with
such vanity. It’s time

once again that we of a secular liberal
community join forces with the religious Left
to defeat contemporary America’s greatest
foe of progress, diversity, and liberal
morality. Only then can God – whichever
one(s) you may or may not believe in –
answer progressives’ prayers in November.

On The Pledge of Allegiance: http://
www.cnn.com/interact ive/us/0206/
timeline.pledge.allegiance/content.1.html

TL

American believers
need to realize once
and for all that their
God is not on the side
of an administration
that uses His name
with such vanity ...
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An Open Letter to President Bush

...This new reality makes
it harder to protest the
current administration’s
actions, because even
when they seem to be
right, the urge to scream
‘BUT IT’S YOUR FAULT!’
is hard to overcome.
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M any Republican stalwarts in
Congress have claimed that the
choice of the Spanish to vote out

their leader Jose Aznar and vote in his
Socialist, anti-war, anti-Bush opponent, as a
direct result of the terrorist attacks on March
11th is tantamount to
giving in to the
terrorists. These
accusations are
frustrating to counter
because they seem to
be correct. Al-Qaeda
knew the Spanish
elections were
coming, and
s u c c e s s f u l l y
capitalized on existing
anti-war sentiment
and fear to get
Spanish troops out of
Iraq.

Pronouncing this
election a ‘victory’ for Al-Qaeda is frustrating
because of the Bush administration’s
approach to the war. After September 11th,
President Bush, according to Richard Clarke,
Al Franken, himself (if you can push your
way through his spin), and many others,
took no precautions against the well-known
al-Qaeda threat before the attacks. Bush

ignored pleas from his in-house counter-
terrorism expert, Richard Clarke, to take
action against bin Laden, who was
undoubtedly planning a major attack against
the United States. Condoleeza Rice, the
national security advisor, also allegedly

ignored advice that
al-Qaeda and bin
Laden were major
threats to the
United States.

The United
States army was
subsequently sent
to Afghanistan to
find the terrorist-at-
large. They didn’t,
and their efforts
were soon
overshadowed by
the President’s true
passion: Getting
Saddam. The army

was then deployed to Iraq, following some
very well spun tales of weapons of mass
destruction that would be found if only our
President would just be given the chance.
Somehow Saddam and Osama became
inextricably linked names in the minds of the
majority of Americans as the rest of the world
looked on in horror, anger, and confusion.

One year later, President Bush and his
cronies have succeeded in linking Saddam
to bin Laden, because any actions in Iraq
are now watched by the Islamic world, and
any falter by American troops can be used
as a rallying cry by fundamentalists for
recruitment purposes. This new reality makes
it harder to protest the current
administration’s actions, because even
when they seem to be right, the urge to
scream ‘BUT IT’S YOUR FAULT!’ is hard to
overcome. We now seem to be between a
rock and a hard place. No one wants to see
their friends, families, countrymen, or
themselves ripped apart by terrorist actions.
But that doesn’t mean we should follow the
Bush administration without question.

So, the US army is in Iraq. Americans
are losing their lives there daily. They are
being blown up and hung from bridges –
but if the troops leave Americans (and
others) may lose their lives here. It seems as
though leaving is not an option, but the
alternative cannot be complacency. The
forged evidence, the lies and the cocky
nature of the Bush administration before and
after September 11 th, 2001 are still
outrageous. The actions of the Spanish
voters were commendable, as they spoke
their minds by showing up to the polls. If
Americans do the same thing in November

February 24, 2004

Dear Mr. President,

This morning you felt compelled to
introduce an amendment to the
Constitution of the United States defining
marriage as existing only between one man
and one woman.

You say that this will create ‘clarity’. 
I would like you to share this clarity with
my first grade daughter on her school
playground, when the children, imitating
their role models as they always do, will
take up the issue.  Because I dread those
conversations with every fiber of my
being.

Challenged by another child, my
daughter will declare forthrightly that of
course her two moms are married.  After
all, we have wedding photos in our home,
as any couple does.  They show her two
moms, fifteen years ago, in front of our
Unitarian Universalist Congregation. 
Smiling, with many of our friends and
family members around us.

You see, we have not yet discussed
with this seven year old, precocious as
she is, the distinction between civil and
religious marriage.  She knows only that
we are her parents, the only ones she’s
known.  She knows that we got married
in our church, as her aunts and uncles
did, and that our neighborhood and
church, her school and social circle,
involves a significant number of kids with
two moms and a few with two dads.

She knows that we provide the only
stability, the only bedrock, that she has
ever known.

Of course she knows that there are
people who say that two men or two
women cannot be married.  She knows
that, not very long ago, some people said
that no one could marry someone of a
different race, but now of course we no
longer believe that.  But I haven’t yet been
able to break it to her that some people
want to change our Constitution to say
that our family isn’t part of ‘We the
people’.  I just haven’t found a way to fit
it in between soccer and karate and
church.

Tonight I will sit her down, after
we’ve done her homework, and have the
conversation that I hoped I could avoid. 
I will tell her that you, the President of
the United States, have decided that only
a man and a woman can be married, and
that you want to make that part of our
Constitution.

Yes, the document she adores from
watching Liberty’s Kids and reading Magic
Treehouse books.  I will tell her that I
don’t believe this change in the
Constitution will happen, not enough
people will vote for it.  But it does mean

that people may say very mean things to
her at school about our family.

She will be afraid.  I will project
confidence and good humor, but I will be
afraid, too.

I do not want to teach my daughter
that the President of the United States does
not include our family in the people he
serves and protects. I do not want to say
to her that the very flag she loves will be
waved by people who believe that it does
not belong to our family.

Please, Mr. Bush, tell me how I
should conduct myself “without
bitterness or anger” at this time, as you
instructed me today.  Come over to my
house tonight:  you look at my daughter’s
eyes as they absorb the fact that you, the
first President she has ever known,  thinks
she can no longer be included in the very
Constitution of this land.  You tell me how
to ‘conduct this difficult debate in a matter
worthy of our country.’  Because I am
at a loss.

Sincerely,

The Rev. Meg A. Riley
Unitarian Universalist Association
Washington, DC

TL

we will still have troops in Iraq, but led by a
more thoughtful leader who may bring the
world community on to our side. Maybe then
the terrorists won’t be able to ‘win’ so easily,
but will ‘lose’ because of the strength of
fact, not flimsy falsehood.

Richard Clarke
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the title and the office in the Rayburn or
Hart Buildings on the Hill.

In the absence of a basic job description
we look to James Madison in the federalist
papers to clear up this matter.  Madison
states in The Federalist #51: ‘The aim of
every political constitution is, or ought to
be to obtain for rulers men who possess the
most wisdom to discern, and the most virtue
to pursue, the common good of the society;
and in the next place, to take the most
effectual precautions for keeping them
virtuous whilst they continue to hold their
public trust.’

In layman’s, Madison is saying our
representatives should act for the public
good of their constituents.  Madison is also
pointing out that it is necessary to have a
system set up that keeps public officials
bound to that ethical responsibility to be on
track with public, rather than private
interests.

However, when we jump some 250 years
later there are some questions that need to
be raised about how this job description is
taken into account in a modern day campaign
system, particularly when we look at issues
such as the near guarantee of victory to
those who spend the most money rather than
those who perform the best, the source of
that necessary money, and what that money
buys for those donors.

A s the bosses of a
large group of
errant employees, the American

people should be aware of the basic
breaches of responsibility our public
servants and our campaign finance system
perpetuate as standard practice.

First, those with financial clout control
the issues on the national agenda.  A glance
at the legislative debates over the last few
years speaks to the dominance of issues
pushed by the largest contributors.  Oil
drilling in the Alaskan National Wildlife
Preserve, prescription drugs, tax cuts for the
rich, Medicare reforms that caused the stock
prices for drug companies to skyrocket, and
the coming energy and tort reform bills in
the next few months to
name a few.  Issues that
involve insurance
agencies, trial lawyers,
drug companies, military
contractors, the
wealthiest Americans, and
oil companies get their
time on the floors of the
Congress while the war on
poverty, the war on drugs,
an imperiled social
security system, and
countless other issues
have fallen by the wayside
concordant with the
exponentially increased
demand for financial
backing. Corporations
and wealthy, white, older
males represent over 80%
of the money spent in
campaigns while representing only one tenth
of one percent of Americans. Simply put,
money buys access, those with access set
the agenda, and the public whose interests
are supposed to be represented has been
drowned in a sea of campaign money.

Second, the Quid-Pro Quo and the
Appearance of Corruption.  There is nothing

wrong with giving to a candidate
because you are confident that she will
vote in a particular way on an issue
that you feel strongly about.  Similarly,
it is not corrupt for a businesswoman
to give money to a candidate whose
speeches and past actions indicate
that he will vote a particular way on
issues that affect her business.  It is
however illegal to give money to
candidates in order to influence their
behavior in the future. If a contribution
is given to a particular candidate or to
a party by an individual or interest
group solely out of their prediction
that a candidate will act in their favor,
it becomes hard to explain why such
donors would give money to both
parties or both candidates if not to
have a foreseeable influence.  The top
50 donors in the past 2 presidential
elections gave substantial sums to
both parties, Goldman Sachs toping
that list with one million to each,
leaving little room for any conclusion
besides that these donors are seeking to
influence policy rather than simply promote
any particular ideology.

The Supreme Court has ruled that
practices that present even the mere
appearance of corruption need to be
curtailed; and the current finance system
presents, in the least, the perception of a
clear deviation from the public interest by
our lawmakers.

The third breach is that of not showing
up for the job.  When we remove judgments
about how well one does their job, the
simplest conflict of that duty would be to
spend less time actually doing the job. The
amount of time that public officials spend
fundraising has increased with the demand
for funds to pay for costly campaigns.
Limitations on individual campaign
contributions have shifted power to
organized groups and require elected
officials and candidates to devote more time
to fund-raising.  A majority of elected officials
have to spend at least one in every four
waking hours raising money in order to
secure re-election.  There are few bosses
that would allow you to spend one in four
hours doing something other than your job

on company time, and in the world of public
service the constituents shouldn’t view this
transgression any differently.

Lastly, there is the emptying of the
talent pool.  Similarly straightforward, the
final breach of duty addresses not the
actions of the individual candidate, but the
selection of the candidate before an election

begins.  If, as stated in Federalist 68, the
purpose of the election process is for the
electors to be free to investigate and choose
the best candidates, it can be assumed from
the Framers that it is in the interest of the
public to have a system that will produce
representatives that are the
most qualified to fulfill the
duty of representation.  In
this respect, the current
process is undermined by a
money primary that takes
place well before any actual
ballots are cast.  Ability to
raise money has replaced the
ability to attract votes by
character, program and record
of public accomplishments
as the driving force behind
our political system.  The
resulting viable candidates
are either personally wealthy,
are assured of the support
from wealthy friends, or are
willing to spend a majority of
their time raising money from
special interest groups. This
accounts for the vast
majority of races that are uncontested or
uncompetitive because of overwhelming
incumbent war chests, and such candidates
can be seen in the current legislative bodies
that are disproportionately wealthy, white
and male compared to the majority of
Americans

N ow, if America were like a
corporation, we would simply fire
our misbehaving employees that

are under qualified, missing on the job, and
setting priorities based on outside parties
with the ability to keep them in office.  In a
sense we do just that with elections.
However, no matter how many replacements
we bring in, the problems will remain because
it is the system we are caught in – and  not
the people caught in it – that is the root of
the problem.

Since the money chase has become
more of a determinant of who wins elections
than the contest of ideas, the social contract
our founding fathers envisioned between
candidates and potential voters has been
replaced by a financial contract between
candidates and donors.  And our current
campaign financing laws, even with the
recent revisions, do nothing to address these
problems.

In order to reconstitute the conversation
– the contract between candidate and
constituent – a shift of focus to address the
demand of contributions must be pursued.
Essentially, if the demand for money in
politics were adequately addressed,

candidates and elected officials could spend
less of their time courting narrow interests
and more of their time conversing with their
constituents — a move that would go a long
way bringing the national agenda in line with
the people’s interest, bring competition back
to entrenched incumbent seats, and brining
the most talented and capable public
servants back to Washington.

Five states are now addressing the
demand for campaign contributions with a
system of Clean Money Campaign Reform,
or full public financing of campaigns.  Such
a system entails candidates foregoing their
ability to raise private money in exchange
for a set amount of public money to pay for
their campaigns. The results in Maine and
Arizona (where the system has been in
practice for the past two election cycles)
have been extraordinary.

Freed from the demand of private fund
raising, both candidates and incumbents
spend their time on the issues of the
constituents that are now paying for their
campaign, not the money chase. As a result,
more people from a diverse background run
for office, more races are contested, and
perhaps most importantly more people turn

As the bosses of a large
group of errant employees
[elected officials], the
American people should be
aware of the basic breaches
of responsibility our public
servants and our campaign
finance system perpetuate as
standard practice ...

... No matter how many
replacements we bring in,
the problems will remain
because it is the system we
are caught in – and  not
the people caught in it –
that is the root of the
problem ...

“Madison is also pointing out that it is necessary to have a system set up that keeps
public officials bound to that ethical responsibility to be on track with public,

rather than private interests ...”
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Justice Shenk based his argument on
the moral platform of marriage and
civilization.  Society must promote
the general welfare of the people, and
interracial marriages were therefore
‘incompatible’ with this perfect
vision.  It is the same tenuous defense
repeatedly adopted by today’s
opponents of gay marriage ...

... It is my simple suggestion that
someone show the Reverend all the
bitter agony, shed tears, broken
lives, and mangled bodies that gays,
lesbians, their friends, families,
and supporters have endured
throughout all these years ...

TL

Here, Bishop Thomas seems to imply that gays and
lesbians were not deliberately created by God.  Homosexuals
made a lifestyle choice independent of their Creator, he
argues, and as a result, they have no basis to claim freedom
to celebrate their own capabilities as human beings.  This is
a most patronizing defense of bigotry, a classic
dehumanization of individual worth shielded by the very
covers of the Bible.  It is unfortunate that Thomas must
resort to a detached sexual classification of who is a true
human in order to judge whether a particular individual merits
‘positive freedom’.

Similarly, the tactic of separating racial discrimination
from prejudice based on sexual orientation is employed in
the official wording of the pastors’ statement that ‘this is
neither a hate nor a fear issue.’  It is a remarkably audacious
assertion, given that from the tender years of childhood,
many gays and lesbians have hidden in dark fear of vitriolic
hatred.  In response, opponents will often whip out what
they hope is a more compassionate-sounding argument that
usually goes along the lines of ‘we don’t hate you for being
gay, we just don’t like whom you choose to sleep with.’  Yet,
isn’t every human being defined by the grand sum of all

decisions, choices, actions, and paths one has decided to
partake in that grand scheme we call life?  For opponents of
gay marriage, gays and lesbians have been reduced to the
lowest denominator, simply defined by whom they choose
to love, while all other aspects of their individual virtue
become worthless.

These arguments used by gay rights opponents have
often been recycled from a failed past of bigotry.  In particular,
I find it compelling to compare previous court cases
regarding interracial marriage to the fight for gay matrimony.
It may startle us today, but fifty-six years ago, when the
California Supreme Court handed down its bold rejection of
the state’s prohibition of interracial marriage in the case
Perez vs. Lippold (1948), similar bans were in effect in 30
states.  Nine out of ten Americans opposed interracial
marriage.3

  Excerpts from Justice John W. Shenk’s dissenting opinion
in the Perez case may sound disturbingly familiar:

[Marriage] is a domestic relation having to do with
the morals and civilization of a people. It is an
essential institution in every well organized society
…  The foregoing excerpts from scientific articles
and legal authorities make it clear that there is not
only some but a great deal of evidence to support
the legislative determination that intermarriage
between Negroes and white persons is
incompatible with the general welfare.4

Justice Shenk based his argument on the moral platform
of marriage and civilization.  Society must promote the
general welfare of the people, and interracial marriages were
therefore ‘incompatible’ with this perfect vision.  It is the
same tenuous defense repeatedly adopted by today’s
opponents of gay marriage.  It is also worth noting that at
that time of Perez, six states found the issue of mixed blood
so alarming that they passed constitutional amendments
banning interracial marriage (seem familiar?).  Imagine how
generations fifty years from now will judge our actions.

Today, we are at similar crossroads as in 1948. Both the
black and gay communities share an intertwined heritage of
being different from the status quo.  Through dignity and
fortitude against long histories of discrimination, both
groups sought for a humane flowing of true compassion
and love.  Again, I emphasize that supporters of gay rights
do not intend to debilitate the essence or meaning of prior
civil rights movements.  Instead, today’s movement builds
on a foundation of liberty and justice righteously endowed
by previous generations.  It is of some comfort that on 23
March 2004, the day after the 30 pastors gathered in Georgia
to sign their declaration against gay marriage, Coretta Scott
King, widow of Martin Luther King, Jr., publicly voiced her
dissent, commenting that ‘a constitutional amendment
banning same-sex marriages is a form of gay bashing and it
would do nothing at all to protect traditional marriages.’5

One of the most distressing insults against the gay rights
movement I have ever heard came from the aforementioned
news article.  Reverend Clarence James, professor of African-
American studies at Temple University, was quoted as
saying ‘when the homosexual compares himself to the black
community, he doesn’t know what suffering is.’6  I am sure
that Rev. James is a principled man, but it is my simple
suggestion that someone show the Reverend all the bitter
agony, shed tears, broken lives, and mangled bodies that
gays, lesbians, their friends, families, and supporters have
endured throughout all these years.  One of the most
eloquent expressions of this suffering, addressed
specifically to the oppressors, was articulated by Sharon

Underwood in the following excerpted Letter to the Editor.
It was published in the Valley News of Lebanon, New
Hampshire on 30 April 2000:

… You have been robbing me of the joys of motherhood
ever since my children were tiny.  My firstborn son started
suffering at the hands of the moral little thugs from your
moral, upright families from the time he was in first grade.

… In high school, while your children were doing
what kids that age should be doing, mine labored over a
suicide note, drafting and redrafting it to be sure his family
knew how much he loved them. My sobbing 17-year-old
tore the heart out of me as he choked out that he just couldn’t
bear to continue living any longer, that he didn’t want to
be gay and that he couldn’t face a life without dignity…7

(Notes)
1 This article has appeared in multiple news sources and can be
found in various forms through a LexisNexis database search.   I
have drawn my discussion primarily from the following reference:

Niesse, Mark.  Associated Press.

<http:/ /news.yahoo.com/news?tmpl=story&u=/ap/20040323/
ap_on_re_us/gay_marriage_civil_rights_15>

2 <http://www.ajc.com/news/content/news/ap/ap_story.html/
National/AP.V8409.AP-Gay-Marriage-Ci.html>

4 Excerpted from Associate Justice John W. Shenk
’s dissenting opinion.  Also titled as
Perez vs. Sharp.

< http://www.multiracial.com/government/perez-v-sharp.html>

5 Associated Press.  < http://www.usatoday.com/news/nation/2004-
03-24-king-marriage_x.htm>

6 see Niesse

7 < http://www.commonplacebook.com/features/gayson.shtm>

...Continued from Cover.

out to vote. Elected officials are accountable to voters, not
donors. Publicly financed campaigns mean that elected
officials will not owe contributors favors, because there will
be no contributors to owe.

As we enter the thick of the 2004 election cycle, the
divergence from the public interest in the face of
exponential increases in demand for campaign funds

has become all too obvious.  As public officials become
beholden to the interests of a narrow group of individuals
and special interest in order to attain office, the rift between

“Bishop Thomas seems to imply that gays and lesbians were not deliberately created by God.  Homosexuals made
a lifestyle choice independent of their Creator, he argues, and as a result, they have no basis to claim freedom to

celebrate their own capabilities as human beings.  This is a most patronizing defense of bigotry, a classic
dehumanization of individual worth shielded by the very covers of the Bible ...”

actions necessary to be elected and actions taken in the
best interest of the constituency grows wider.

The current system of campaign finance has lead to
these ethical dilemmas. It would seem that tweaking limits
and closing one loophole only to open several others is not
a solution that effectively brings about the change necessary,
namely restoring the perception that public officials work
towards the Framers intended end: the public good.

In the Federalist 51 Madison stated that ‘In framing a
government which is to be administered by men over men,
the great difficultly lies in this: you must first enable the
government to control the governed; and in the next place
oblige it to control itself.’  It would be hard to say that our
founding fathers such could look at our democracy today
and say this current skewed state of affairs is identical to

the original intents.  New options for governing ourselves
based on the principles of equity and ethical conduct that
are in line with the intent of an equal opportunity society
now exist, and such public funding options need to be
aggressively pursued.

While finding a consensus on any change in the current
course will be a hard fought battle that will meet opposition
along the way, the current state of affairs in the American
polity demands an elevated level of debate on an issue that
underlies all other issues: how we elected those that will act
in our stead for the common good and bring the American
agenda back to the people that need help the most.

TL
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Beating Bush and Chasing Ideals
The Choice Between Ideology and Victory is Clear
BY PHILLIP NELSON

In the upcoming presidential election, liberals and
progressive voters must decide if they are going
to support John Kerry, the candidate who has the

only chance to beat the Bush regime, or risk suffering
another four years of self-destruction by voting for
other candidates who have ideals which better align
themselves with the progressive cause. Ralph Nader
is the most popular
alternate liberal candidate
and announced his bid to run
as an independent for the
presidency on 22 February.

The Green Party
debated on the radio
whether or not to run Ralph
Nader on their own ticket
and whether or not to
support him. The main
arguments were this: should
we run a candidate who
would be the only truly democratic and liberal choice
for the presidency, or should we support the
Democratic Party’s candidate, because of the need to
oust Bush?

Ralph Nader defines the reason for his bid is ‘to
challenge the two-party system and corrupt politics
and broken politics and corporate power.’ (Nader, Meet
the Press) Is our electoral system really so anti-
democratic that voters will spoil the Democrats’
candidate, as they did in 2000, and support a candidate
who has no chance to win?

Electioneering

No one can contest the fact that despite the seemingly
endless supply of minor political parties in this country,
we are in fact a two party system. Legislation and
Election code is written to only support a system like
we have now, and to make it difficult for a minor party

to gain support in national politics. The average
American might contest this point. ‘You are forgetting
that we live in a democracy, and if the people truly
desired a different system, they could have it.’ Could
they? The blatantly obvious notion that you are
‘throwing away your vote’ if you vote for Ralph Nader
proves this untrue. For a political movement to
overcome the barriers set forth by our presidential
electoral system, it would have to be so wildly popular
that the opposition would have to be crushed in only

the most undemocratic of methods,
such as revolution. This paradox
behind our veil of free democracy
legitimizes those who object to taking
part in our false democratic system.

Even if there was the ability for
an independent candidate to compete
fairly in our presidential elections,

would it
e v e n
matter? In
2000, the
B u s h
campaign
spent an
unprecedented
$113 M
for his
campaign.
As of mid-March, the Bush
campaign has raised over

$159 M. With that much money being thrown around
to manipulate the citizens of our dear nation, is it any
wonder that we lack the plethora of political parties
and ideologies found in most western European nations?

If money speaks, then
corporations have exclusive power
over free thought. Lockheed Martin,
our country’s largest arms dealer,
donated $10.6 M to political
campaigns from 1999 to 2000. News
is controlled by capitalists with much
influence in politics and deep political
ideologies. The media is the channel
through which democracy really
happens: it educates the masses in
what is supposedly really going on
in the world. With this great
responsibility, there is plenty of room
for abuse. Most of the media in this
country has been consolidated to just
4 or 5 corporations. That means that the ways most
Americans get their news is easily influenced and
regularly manipulated by just a handful of people. Is it
really no wonder that in an age of teen magazines and
material possessions ruling our culture, that there really
are only two major political parties in our ‘free’ country?

While Kerry is the liberal candidate, he is still a
member of a system which by definition is anti-
democratic. His contributions are still from wealthy
individuals, such as George Soros, and his campaigns
have enormous budgets which are not exactly dwarfed
by the Bush campaign. In addition to that, many
Democrats have begun private ad campaigns to further
manipulate voters – great attempts to push towards
unseating Bush. One of these organizations, The Media
Fund, has already raised 70 million which they will use
in advertisements against Bush. Does the ‘liberal’
candidate really represent progress towards a better
democracy?

Enemy Combatant Number One: Bush

While liberals complaints about John Kerry are endless,
there is a dire need to oust Bush and his ultra-
conservative regime. Fear tactics and conservative
rhetoric can not hide the irrefutable proof of the
weakness of his policies, stupidity of his beliefs, and
lack of desire for a real democracy.

After pressuring the Spanish government to aid
the United States in our invasion of Iraq, the Spanish
people finally voiced their beliefs and overthrew the
ruling party in favor of a party which was against the
war. The people tolerated the US-led policies out of

fear of terrorism, but when the hollowness of the
words of promised protection only led to more violence,
the people could not stand to be misled anymore.

Bill O’Reilly said on 18 March of last year that ‘if
the Americans go in and overthrow Saddam Hussein
and it’s clean, he has nothing, I will apologize to the

nation, and I will
not trust the Bush
administrat ion
again.’ Has he
done so? Not
even remotely.
Sounds familiar?
Remember the
Cornell Review’s
‘We do not
apologize’. On
March 15th, Kirk
Sowell actually
wrote an article in
the Review

flaunting his ability to convince himself of the blatant
lie that we have found more than enough evidence of
WMDs  to legitimize the war. After absolutely no
evidence has been found, we are still misled by
unilateral conservative propaganda into thinking it was
somehow remotely just.

How far will we go before we will realize the
stupidity of our actions and the need to reverse bad
policy on nearly all fronts? Our wealth gap is widening,
economy slumping, prisons are full, crime rate is rising,
yet our defense budget is 400.5 billion – more than
that of the rest of the world combined. The US Federal
Reserve said that the wealth gap between the richest
and the poorest has widened by 70% in the past few
years.

After the Patriot Act, we are somehow convinced
that it is OK to tolerate invasions of our privacy and
freedoms for the sake of Bush’s ‘freedom’. How much
more can we possibly tolerate? Spain has shown us
that his version of freedom is false, and that all of the
conservative policies towards terrorism only lead to
more violence and less real democracy and freedom.

It is for these reasons that I believe that even the
most liberal of democrats should support Kerry. He is
the only candidate with a chance to oust Bush, which
should be all Americans’ number one priority. It is only
after the people realize that they have been misled
and the folly of what we call a democracy is revealed,
that more progress can be instituted towards a better
democracy and a better future. But now is not the
time to take the idealistic high road. We must fight
unilaterally if we hope to beat the giant corporate beast
which we, as a nation, have allowed to grow for too
long.

... Is our electoral system really
so anti-democratic that voters
will spoil the Democrats’
candidate, as they did in 2000,
and support a candidate who
has no chance to win?

The Media Fund has already
raised 70 million which they
will use in advertisements
against Bush. Does the
‘liberal’ candidate really
represent progress towards a
better democracy?
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Ralph ‘Why The Hell Did I Run In
2000!?’ Nader

John Kerry is the man that can beat Bush
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The Abomination of a Constitutional Ban
on Gay Marriage
The Facts Go Deeper Than The ‘Moral Fabric’ Of America
BY ALEX ROBERTS

It’s truly amazing that in these days
and times (December 2001-present),
issue after issue and scandal after

scandal is seemingly swept under the rug
by Bush & Rove Inc. with not much
more than a few kicks and screams by
the Democrats.  Under Bill Clinton, we
saw the shady but insignificant
Whitewater financial scandal blown up
to the space of what the average George
Bush controversy should rightfully

displace.  If only the Democrats
publicized Bush’s Harken Energy
dealings in the late 80’s – for they would
be to the Whitewater dealings what
Enron is to Martha Stewart.  Thankfully,
many of these issues, be they the lack
of WMD, the lack of a connection
between Osama and Saddam, and the
Florida 2000 scandal, have been pushed
aside not because of the lack of public
outrage, but because in the Bush White
House there is always an even more
pressing issue or scandal that has been
brought to the public’s attention by yet
another high ranking ex-Bush official.

The latest of these issues, pushed
aside by Richard Clarke’s assertion that
President Bush is actually as
incompetent at fighting terrorism as Bush
claims he is competent, is Bush’s support
for a constitutional amendment banning
gay marriage.  If we can first digest the
fact that this amendment, if passed,
would be only the second in the history
of our constitution that would actually
take rights away from people
(prohibition being the other), we can then
truly begin to consider the absurdity and
gravity surrounding the fact that there is
indeed vehement presidential support
for this amendment.   The mere
proposition, I think, brings great shame
to James Madison’s little piece of work
we call our Constitution.  That there are
a number of Senators and
Representatives who share the White
House’s support for this amendment only
further indicates the extent to which

many high ranking public officials have
been radicalized by the Christian right
and offer full allegiance to the Born
Again (in 1986) George Bush.

Our founding fathers went to great
extents to ensure that religion was a
non-factor in the creation and conduct
of our government.  The fact that the
Christian Coalition has a fierce political
agenda that they pursue through the
lobby of like-minded politicians, one
would think, is a direct insult to the
concept of keeping church and state

separate.  What really
annoys me is that our
president, whether his
motives are purely political
or genuinely faithful, has
hopped on board the
Christian Coalition
bandwagon, which over the
past 4 years has morphed
into a freight train with
George W. as the conductor.

This is not to say that
George Bush shares every

extreme view of the Christian Right, but
it has become abundantly clear that he
supports any view of theirs that Karl
Rove deems appealing enough to the
right amount of Americans.  And yes,
one can reasonably draw a direct relation
between Christian America and a

proposed amendment banning gay
marriage.  This support and subsequent
proposition of the amendment is a biting
denunciation of the First Amendment:
‘Congress shall make no law respecting
an establishment of religion, or
prohibiting the free exercise thereof…’
So, if a gay Christian couple wants to
freely exercise their Christian right to
not marry each other, then so be it: to

each their own.  But if the Christian
Coalition and their contemporary
extremist organizations think the real
America will take them seriously, they
should check our First Amendment
rights again, because this ban would
indeed be respecting the established
belief in Christianity that homosexuality
is wrong and gay marriage is an
abomination.

The Christian Right, their views, and
their strong connection to George Bush,
however, are just some of the grave
issues concerning President
Bush’s support for a
constitutional amendment
banning gay marriage.  I
don’t like to think of myself
as too cynical, but I don’t
think I would be going out on
a limb to say that Bush &
Rove Inc. make important
decisions and act with purely
political motives in mind
much of the time, often at
their own expense.  One
example is the steel tariffs imposed last
year for the benefit of the Pennsylvania
(i.e., swing state) steal industry, and
reluctantly repealed only months later
after mounting pressure from the IMF.

The bait and switch tactics, the
hypocrisy, and the politics of deception

abound in the Bush White House.  This
is no less true when it comes to Bush’s
fear of gay marriage, and, in particular,
his recent condemnation of the
Massachusetts Supreme Court as
‘activist’ and out of line with the moral
fabric of American society.  One should
examine Bush’s own history with
controversial Supreme Court decisions.

In December of 2000, the Supreme
Court made a groundbreaking decision
to stop the Florida recount.  The high
court’s highly controversial ruling
effectively installed Bush as the 43rd

president of our great country.
Considering this was the only time in our
nation’s history that the Supreme Court,
rather than the people, was bestowed
the power of choosing our next president,
one may find it easy to see the decision
as ‘activist’ in nature.  Consider for a
second the grave hypocrisy present in

the attitude the president took when less
than two months ago he strongly
condemned the ‘activist’ judges on the
Massachusetts Supreme Court and their
‘activist’ ruling concerning the
constitutionality of gay marriage.  For it
was none other than activist judges who
put him into office in the first place.

It is easy to pass Bush’s scathing
criticism by as just another example of
the contempt Bush has shown towards
anyone who stands in his way politically.
But there is more than just dirty politics
in this case.  An amendment to the
constitution is a matter not to be taken
lightly by any.  Whether George Bush
actually expects and wants the
amendment to pass, or whether he’s just
using this support as a politically divisive
election year tool isn’t what really
matters.  What does matter is that the
attitude of our president towards the
American people and the American
Constitution is one of contempt and
selfishness.  It is an attitude being
influenced and compromised by the
radical Christian Right.  It is an attitude
that infringes on the rights of millions of
American’s and is justified by either
God, as Bush would have us believe, or
by the need to win another election and
lead the country through four more years
of lies, deceit, war and fear.  I for one
believe that God has no place in our
government and lies, deceit, and fear
have no place in the American public.  I
am sure I am not alone.

If we can first digest the fact that this
amendment, if passed, would be only the
second in the history of our constitution that
would actually take rights away from people
(prohibition being the other), we can then
truly begin to consider the absurdity and
gravity surrounding the fact that there is
indeed vehement presidential support for this
amendment.

An amendment to the constitution is a matter
not to be taken lightly by any.  Whether George
Bush actually expects and wants the amendment
to pass, or whether he’s just using this support as a
politically divisive election year tool isn’t what
really matters.  What does matter is that the attitude
of our president towards the American people and
the American Constitution is one of contempt and
selfishness.
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Kyoto Now!
Still Keeping Cornell On Task
BY TRISTAN JACKSON AND ELIZABETH HARTMAN

Kyoto Now! made great strides last semester in
bringing renewable energy to Cornell. At Kyoto
Now!’s urging, Cornell has agreed to conduct studies
to determine the feasibility of building a wind farm
near campus.  Studies will assess local wind speed
and the potential impacts of the proposed project,
including risks to wildlife. Pending the results of the
studies, Kyoto Now! hopes to work with the university
to erect wind turbines sufficient to supply the university
with ten percent of its electricity.

Inspiration for the project came when Kyoto
Now! got word of Carleton College’s plans to put
up a 1.6 megawatt wind turbine near their campus in
Minnesota, accounting for forty percent of the
college’s electrical load.  Kyoto Now! proposed the
Cornell wind farm project to Lanny Joyce, manager
of engineering, planning, and energy management for
Cornell Utilities.  The proposal was met with
enthusiasm, and after meeting with Joyce, Hal Craft,
Vice President and Chief Financial Officer, approved
funding for the studies.

The Kyoto Task Team

Lanny Joyce is also head of the Kyoto Task Team,
Kyoto Now!’s administrative branch which works
tirelessly away in the Humphreys Service Building.
If you’re wondering which building is Humphreys,
just look for the massive mountain of coal piled behind
it, which Cornell uses to produce heat and some of
its electricity through co-generation.

The Kyoto Task Team, which is made up of
students, faculty, and staff, carries out the bulk of the
real work involved in actualizing the proposals of the
student group.  For example, Cornell’s lake source
cooling system, which uses a heat exchanger to take
advantage of cold lake water to improve the efficiency
of the university’s air conditioning system. The Task
Team has also conducted Energy Conservation
Initiative Studies on a number of campus buildings,
including Duffield and Olin Halls.  Energy
conservation measures undertaken by the Task Team
are saving the university an estimated $2 million per
year.  Furthermore, the Task Team has received
funding from NYSERDA (New York State Energy
Research and Development Authority) for energy
conservation measures on the new Life Sciences
building and other buildings on campus.  For more
information on the Task Team and its
accomplishments, visit http://www.utilities.cornell.edu/
Kyoto/

Education and Outreach

As part of an ongoing education effort, Kyoto Now!
co-sponsored a lecture by David Orr, head of Oberlin
College’s Environmental Studies Department.  Orr
was instrumental in the construction of Oberlin’s
environmental studies building, which incorporates
features such as solar panels and a ‘living machine’
to purify water.  Orr’s lecture, entitled Ecological
Design on Campus, was co-sponsored by the Cornell
University Renewable Energy Society (CURES),
Society for Natural Resources Conservation
(SNRC), and Ecology House.  As part of the same
lecture series, CURES sponsored a presentation

about the first U.S. offshore wind farm by Mitchell
Jacobs, Treasurer of Cape Wind Associates.

Also in the area of public education, Kyoto Now!
member Abby Krich has been engaging ILR Senior
Darren Rumack in debate in a Cornell Daily Sun
opinion column.  Krich’s column, It’s Easy Being
Green appears every other Tuesday, opposite
Rumack’s Greens vs. Greenbacks.

History

Kyoto Now!’s current campaign for a wind farm grew
out of previous efforts to bring renewable energy to
campus.  These efforts centered on the creation of
an endowment, the interest from which could be used
to purchase renewable energy credits (RECs).  The
endowment was also intended to support renewable
energy professorships and small renewable energy
projects, such as solar panels on dorms. Cornell’s
Administration
looked unfavorably
on the endowment.
Despite the fact
that the endowment
would be funded by
alumni donations,
the administration
feared that it would
detract resources
from other
u n i v e r s i t y
programs.

L a c k i n g
financial support
for the endowment,
Kyoto Now!
shifted its strategy
to advocating a
renewable energy
investment with a
payback for the
university: a wind
farm.  While a business plan for the wind farm has
not yet been finalized, the expectation is that the wind
farm will pay for itself by reducing Cornell’s
expenditures on energy.

You may be wondering why Kyoto Now! is
proposing that Cornell build a wind farm.  The group
is still working to help the university fulfill its 2001
commitment to meet the standards of the Kyoto
Protocol.  Doing so requires that Cornell reduce its
greenhouse gas emissions by 7% below 1990 levels
between 2008 and 2012.  Cornell’s pledge was made
after the founders of Kyoto Now! staged a week-
long protest outside of Day Hall in April of 2001.

Since its inception, Kyoto Now! has been a
consensus-based, student-run organization.  While
Kyoto Now!’s first step was getting the university to
agree to meet the Kyoto standards, the goal is to
establish Cornell as a leader in renewable energy use
and research.  Working with the university, Kyoto
Now! intends to keep Cornell at the forefront of the
necessary transition to renewable energy.

After last semester’s success and the
commencement of the wind studies, Kyoto Now!
continues to monitor the progress of the wind project.
However, the studies themselves are primarily in the
hands of the utilities administration of the university

and the independent company contracted to complete
the studies.  Kyoto Now!’s main involvement in the
wind project at this point is to make sure the studies
are progressing at a satisfactory rate.

Current Campaigns

This semester, Kyoto Now! will be most actively
involved in the wind project in the form of public
outreach and education.  Public outreach is important
to ensure that the community does not feel that Cornell
is imposing its will without regard for the concerns of
local residents.  For example, some community
members feared that the lake source cooling project
would damage the Cayuga Lake ecosystem.  Cornell
went to great lengths to ensure that the project would
not have significant negative environmental impacts,
but did not effectively communicate the research
findings to the township.  The research on the lake

source cooling project proved to be sound, and
hence, fears of environmental degradation were
unfounded.  Kyoto Now!’s outreach campaign is
aimed at preventing another misunderstanding, should
the results of the wind study prove positive and the
project proceed to the construction stage.

Along with community outreach, Kyoto Now!
will be working on a similar campaign aimed at
students.  In addition to conveying the results of the
wind studies, the campus campaign is intended to bring
Cornell’s advancements in greenhouse gas emission
reductions into public view.  Campus outreach has
the main goals of educating and increasing the
involvement of the student body.

Speaking of involvement, new and returning
members are always welcome at Kyoto Now!’s
weekly meetings.  Kyoto Now!’s consensus structure
means that everyone present has an equal voice and
vote.  Every Tuesday at 4:45, environmentally
conscious students meet in Room 164 of Goldwin
Smith to share their visions of renewable energy for
Cornell, and someday…the world.

For more information, contact Tristan at
tjj4@cornell.edu or Liz at eah32@cornell.edu.

CAMPUS
FOCUS

Cornell’s and America’s  Future
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9/11: Bush’s Only Hope
Bush’s September 11 Image Exploitation Is Election Strategy Gone Mad

BY SACHA A. BOEGEM

W ith all the controversy
surrounding President
Bush’s use of images from

9/11 in his first campaign ads, one could
get the impression that this is the first
and only time Bush has exploited the
tragedy for political purposes.  But a
look at Bush’s actions since the most

horrific terrorist attack in American
history reveals he has been using
America’s heartbreak as a political tool
for some time, and that doing so is his
only hope for re-election.

Shortly after 9/11, Bush used the
terrorist attack to pass into law the
draconian USA PATRIOT Act. While
containing some worthy provisions, this
legislation gives law enforcement

authorities sweeping new powers that
are easily abused and undermine
fundamental civil liberties. 
Conservatives and liberals alike have
spoken out against various sections of
the Patriot Act – such as one that allows
the FBI to secretly track any person’s
library loans, and one that gravely limits

Fourth Amendment protections against
unreasonable searches and seizures.

Bush has also used 9/11 to excuse
his fiscal irresponsibility.  Revealing a
level of unprecedented fiscal
mismanagement, Bush turned the largest
budget surpluses in American history
into the largest budget deficits in
American history in only three short

years.  The principal culprit in this
astounding feat is Bush’s imposition of
gigantic tax cuts in both 2001 and 2003
– both of which disproportionately
benefit wealthy Americans.  But Bush
has attributed these enormous new
deficits in part to the cost of the ‘War
on Terror’ that he launched following

9/11.  This excuse leads one to ask why
he dramatically cut taxes at the same
time he was leading America into war.
Traditionally during wartime, taxes have
been raised on top incomes to pay the
extra costs of war.  In fact, every
American president since the Civil War
who has gone to war has raised taxes,
not cut them.

Bush’s most dishonest use of 9/11
was as a justification for his misguided
attack on Iraq.  By subtly suggesting
that Iraq might have had something to
do with 9/11, and by arguing that
Saddam Hussein might give weapons
of mass destruction to terrorists
sometime in the future (something
considered highly unlikely by

intelligence analysts), Bush exploited
Americans’ fear of terrorism in order
to drag the country into an unnecessary
and costly war on Iraq.  In fact, it is
Bush who has turned Iraq into a magnet
for terrorists wishing to harm America,
and who has given terrorists a ripe
target in American soldiers stationed in
Iraq.

defend old values supports Nick Aumen,
Dave Karpf, Jan O’Connell, Sanjay Ranchod,
and Lisa Renstrom in particular.

The other candidates are running on
petition. The field includes everyone from
civil rights leaders to a Cornell professor.
Their platforms vary significantly, as do their
levels of experience. A few are running with
no intention of being elected; they simply
wanted to use their ballot space to make a
statement about the election. Even those
who have come under the most fire would
not disagree that Bush must go because of
his environmental abuses (among other
reasons). There are, however, a few key
issues on which some of them stand out.

The first is immigration. Currently, the
Sierra club sees population control as a
global problem that demands global
solutions. Some candidates (such as Frank
Morris and Dick Lamm) also feel it demands
national solutions, including more
restrictions on immigration. Morris and
Lamm are not racists themselves, but these
candidates and others have received support
from racists who oppose immigration.
Although the support is disturbing, it alone
is not enough of a reason to oppose these

candidates. After all, they cannot be blamed
for support they did not ask for. The reason
to vote against them is the ineffectiveness
of their policy. While the environmental
arguments for restricting immigration do hold

some water, they aren’t good enough to
make it a priority. It would tarnish the club’s
image to waste its time and money helping a
cause supported by racist groups, and very
little would be gained.

The second issue is animal rights. The
Sierra Club has long welcomed and
depended on the support of the hunting and
fishing communities. At the same time, there
are many in the club who would never fire a
weapon. This diverse coalition has been a
key source of power and must not be

abandoned. For this reason, the single most
dangerous candidate is Kim McCoy. She
touts the endorsement of Ingrid Newkirk of
PETA. PETA is widely viewed as an extremist
organization because of its disrespectful,

vulgar, and simply stupid strategies for
promoting an extreme form of animal rights.
An attempt to impose this doctrine on the
Sierra Club would divide and even shatter
the alliance that has made the club so
successful. Kim McCoy is also endorsed by
Paul Watson, a Sierra club director who
should have never been elected. Watson has
gone so far as to defend violence and total
disregard for our laws. The election of Kim
McCoy would push the Sierra Club in a
dangerously radical direction.

...Continued from Cover.

“Do we want to remain an organization of rational environmentalists who operate
effectively within the bounds of the law, or do we want to become an extremist group

that is incapable of real action?”

The field includes everyone from civil
rights leaders to a Cornell professor.
Their platforms vary significantly, as
do their levels of experience ...

There is a lot at stake in this year’s Sierra
Club elections. The club’s members have
several very important decisions to make
about the priorities of their organization. Are
we going to shift our resources away from
our established goals of clean air, clean water,
and preserved wilderness? Are we going to
spend time and money fighting to curb
immigration to the United States or are we
going to continue to realize that population
control is a global problem that cannot be
solved by fences and roadblocks? Most
importantly, do we want to remain an
organization of rational environmentalists
who operate effectively within the bounds
of the law, or do we want to become an
extremist group that is incapable of real
action? Sierra Club members, your ballots
are in the mail.

Some Sources:
www.sierraclub.org
www.groundswellsierra.org
www.sierrademocracy.org

MR ROVE: THIS IS NOT A PHOTO-OP.
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HOW THE ELECTORAL PROCESS IS FAILING THE PEOPLE
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Representative democracy works
when the people’s elected leaders
are responsive to the needs and
desires of the citizens. This is

supposed to occur through a process where
candidates present their ideas to voters and
are elected based on those ideas – and then,
they are evaluated once they get into office
based on whether or not they accomplish
these ideas, or at least try to. However, this
idealization in no way resembles the way
our current leaders are chosen. The reasons
for this are somewhat complex – involving
the interplay between campaigning, media
coverage, and voters’ criteria – but must be
examined if the road towards an improved
democracy is to be revealed.

A basic assumption of political science
is that in a representative democracy
politicians try to maximize the number of
voters to whom they appeal. This theory
seems to point towards a political system
that is quite responsive to the wishes of its
citizens.  And in some ways our own system
is: Voters pick the leaders they want based
on the
i n f o r m a t i o n
they have about
them. However,
just because
voters get the
politicians they
c o l l e c t i v e l y
want in power
does not mean
that this power
is responsive to
its source.

M o s t
voters form
perceptions of
candidates by
their portrayal in
media and only
s e c o n d a r i l y
through their
perception and knowledge of the candidates’
policies. For this reason the most important
factor in national and statewide campaigns
is media coverage. To the extent that the
media foments a perception amongst the
voters that a given candidate has values and
policies consistent with the electorate, that
candidate will enjoy popularity. Because of
the critical importance that a favorable
presentation in the media has in a campaign,
a candidate’s number one priority will be to
affect a positive image amongst the
electorate via their portrayal in the media.
To do this, to put it bluntly, requires money.
Spin-doctors are only the beginning: rallies
must be made to look elaborate and
enthusiastic, polls must be taken to
determine the success of campaign
strategies, candidates must be flown around
to appear as if they are in touch with voters
in your town… and the list goes on.

So now, to understand why certain
candidates actually do get elected, we must
look at who is providing the needed money
and how candidates go about trying to
procure it.

While most voters base their decisions
on media portrayal, most major donors decide

to donate based on two factors: the
amenability of a candidates policies to their
interests, and the amount of influence their
donations will buy. Pictures of a candidate
with factory workers will not discourage a
wage-cutting corporatist from contributing
to a candidate if the corporatist is confident
future policies will be beneficial to him, even
though the picture probably would move at
least some factory workers towards voting
for the candidate regardless of his actual
policies. Citizens make voting decisions
based on often intangible elements besides
a candidate’s policies’ effects on them
personally, but donors by and large look
only at the effects a candidates policies
would have on their interests.

This conclusion that shows the
American political process to be profoundly
less democratic than the basic assumption
we started with would suggest: Political
policies – to the extent that they do not
negatively effect media portrayal of a
candidate – will be largely geared towards
the interests of political donors. Meanwhile,

efforts at affecting media portrayal will be
aimed at the general voting electorate.

This would not lead to elitist policies if
donors and the population were of similar
economic and ideological position. However,
this is of course not the case. Put simply,
donations are concentrated amongst a small
percentage of the population. Most people
do not donate at a significant level to
campaigns while those that do, tend to
donate very heavily. Donors also tend to
possess a large amount of wealth.

These two facts about donors – that
they are few and wealthy – tells us who
political policies would serve if they were
independent of the policies’ media portrayal.

Continuing this line of reasoning
therefore places an incredibly large burden
on the media. To the extent that their
coverage focuses on policies and their
effects, politicians will be forced to tailor
these policies to the general voting
electorate. But to the extent that their
portrayal neglects these policies, politicians
will have a strong incentive to aim policies
towards the few and wealthy.

While we would all like to believe that
the media would be able to rigorously expose

whenever a politician’s polices are benefiting
the few and the rich only, it is probably
unlikely. The media constitute a large
institution. As such media develop fairly
predictable patterns of what they will cover.
(This is just an inherent property of
entrenched organizations, which most major
media institutions are.) Politicians now pay
big bucks to learn exactly what these
patterns of coverage are. In addition, much
of what the mainstream media covers
depends on what the very politicians they
are supposed to cover say. Politicians will
certainly not say anything that reveals their
policies to benefit the few over the many. So
to the extent that the media bases its
coverage of a candidate on what he says
and not what he does, then that politician
can stray from populist rhetoric in policy
decisions. Finally, as has been documented
extensively in several media studies – most
notably Eric Alterman’s What Liberal
Media? – coverage of
politicians focuses
much more on

s t r a t e g i c
implications of
political rhetoric
rather than the
effects of policies
on ordinary
citizens. To the
extent that media
coverage focuses
on political
strategy rather
than policies,
politicians will be
free to tailor a
larger percentage
of their policies to
their donors rather
than their voters.

There is
another troubling
element to this

analysis about the
interplay between
voters, money, and
media. Politicians, to secure the two essential
components of electoral success, must say
one thing in public and do another in private.
To get the donations necessary to win, there
must be some tailoring of policies to special
interests, in public though they must not
appear to be doing so. This makes any viable
candidate fundamentally dishonest; not
necessarily in terms of outright lies, but
certainly in terms of the processes driving
policy decisions and the tone in which these
processes are couched.

This fundamental dishonesty is what
drives much of the cynicism felt towards
politics and is one of the major obstacles
that the American political system now faces
as its people struggle to forge a democracy
that is responsive to its desires. How to do
it though? The answer seems to lie in getting
rid of the ability of a few to influence policy
decisions without the many finding out
about it. One way to do this would be if the
media started to cover policies in many
different areas and cover these policies
effects on citizens – not just their political

effects. However, amidst the organizational
inertia rife in most mass media political
coverage, it seems unlikely that idealistic
arguments about what is best for the future
of American democracy are likely to influence
media behavior enough to affect such a
dramatic change.

A more promising alternative would be
to cut the problem at the root; get rid of the
special interest funding instead of focusing
on trying to expose the funding. This would
mean eliminating private funding of
campaigns. If this were the case politicians
would only concern themselves with how
to best present themselves to the public,
and without having to tailor policies to the
few they would be able to present
themselves best to the public by presenting
policies that clearly help the people – not by
presenting themselves through symbolic
rhetoric and photo-ops.

Not to say that this is an easily
accomplished
goal either, as all
c u r r e n t
p o l i t i c i a n s
would be quite
unlikely to bite
the hand that
feeds them so
f i e r c e l y .
H o w e v e r ,
c a m p a i g n
finance is at
least an issue
that can be
legislated (as
opposed to the
first-amendment
p r o t e c t e d
media), but first,
politics must
b e c o m e
something that
is the property
of the citizens
and not the
property of
politicians. If the

majority of what the average citizen knows
and thinks about politics has its source in
what candidates, incumbents, and their
cadres of talking heads present on the
campaign trail, then the dysfunctional
system will be further entrenched.

However, if those that are truly
interested in reforming democracy (and
have no interest in elected office) to be more
responsive to its people and in
strengthening their voice in the national
political discussions, then average citizens
will have an alternative view of the way the
political system functions. If the people
accept this view, they will wish to reform
the system. A groundswell is possible –
what people demand of their elected officials
is what they will get – but without knowing
what they are getting they can’t possibly
know if their demands are being met.

ANALYSIS

        BY BENJAMIN GRUENBAUM

To get the donations
necessary to win,
there must be some
tailoring of policies
to special interests, in
public though they
must not appear to be
doing so. This makes
any viable candidate
f u n d a m e n t a l l y
dishonest ...
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Republican officials
themselves said they
chose New York City
because of the enormous
political and emotional
symbolism that has
become attached to the
city since 9/11.  Actually,
a World Trade Center
groundbreaking is
reported to be planned
for during the
convention.
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The use of 9/11 imagery in Bush’s first political
ads of the campaign season is only his latest attempt
to use the tragedy to further his political
agenda.  Some might remember that around
the first anniversary of 9/11, the Republican
Party raised money by selling to its donors
a photograph of Bush taken on Air Force
One on September 11th (for $150 a piece),
generating a firestorm of public outrage. 
Others may recall that Bush and Cheney,
under scrutiny about what they knew about terrorist
threats prior to 9/11, sternly warned Democrats back
in 2002 not to use the tragedy for political purposes
– suggesting that to do so would be unpatriotic and
unseemly.

The hypocrisy is stunning, and all the
more so when one considers that Bush
vigorously fought the creation of an
independent commission to examine the
events

leading up to 9/11.  Even after
grudgingly accepting the creation of such a
commission, Bush has refused to cooperate with it -
delaying, stonewalling, and underfunding it at every
turn.  Bush and his Republican cohorts in Congress
even had to be shamed into allowing the commission
an extra sixty days to complete its work. 
And Bush is still refusing to meet with the
full commission, insisting that he will only
meet with its top two members behind
closed doors and will not speak to them
under oath.  Considering that the
Republican Chairman of the committee has
said that 9/11 could have been prevented,
Bush’s reluctance to testify fully, openly, and under
oath, is understandable, but shameful.

Bush’s policies so rarely benefit the public interest
or address the pressing concerns of most Americans
that it comes as no surprise that he is pinning his hopes

for re-election on his ‘steady leadership
following 9/11.  But it is difficult to
understand how fiscal meltdown, the worst
job-creation record
since Herbert Hoover,
and an unnecessary
and unwise war on
Iraq (costing

taxpayers billions of dollars,
hundreds of lives, and thousands
of seriously injured American
soldiers) can be sold as steady

leadership, let alone
good leadership.  His
abandonment of
America’s middle-
class and contempt
for the public interest
on issues as wide-
ranging as the

economy, tax policy, fiscal
discipline, health care,
entitlement programs,
education, civil rights, the

e n v i r o n m e n t ,
consumer protection,
foreign policy, and even homeland security
explain why Helen Thomas, the legendary
White House correspondent for United
Press International who has covered every
president since John F. Kennedy, said of
Bush: ‘This is the worst president ever.  He

is the worst president in all of American history.’

Bush will again attempt to exploit 9/11 for political
advantage this September when the Republicans hold
their nominating convention in New York City.
Republican officials themselves said they chose New
York City because of the enormous political and
emotional symbolism that has become attached to

the city since 9/11.  Actually,
a World Trade Center
groundbreaking is reported to
be planned for during the
convention.  As for the timing,
the political parties usually hold
their nominating conventions in
July (as the Democrats are
doing this year) or early August
(as the Republicans did in
2000), but this year the
Republicans scheduled their
convention from August 30th
through September 2nd. 
Holding a convention so late
is unprecedented.  There is
little doubt that Republicans
intend to use the solemn
anniversary of September 11th
as a backdrop for their
partisan convention, and as a
political tool to help re-elect
Bush.  They know, as does

Bush, that exploiting 9/11 is Bush’s only hope.

(Originally published on commondreams.org, 8
March 2004)
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Something’s cooking in the world of politics, but few are paying attention. News is a weapon

that can be wielded by foregrounding some stories, or, more pertinently, by burying others. TL

staff takes a look at the news items that aren’t always (or are no longer) front-page material.

THE BACK BURNER

19 MARCH MARKED THE FIRST ANNIVERSARY of the
American invasion of Iraq. Here’s a recap of the past
18 months:

LIES LIES LIES LIES LIES LIES INVASION
“MISSION ACCOMPLISHED” CHAOS
SADDAM CAUGHT CHAOS CHAOS NO
WMDS CHAOS CHAOS CHAOS

We think it turned out great. Really…
Bush’s glory-romp in the former fertile crescent has

amounted to an $80 B disgrace. Don’t get us wrong – the
world is happy to see Mr. Hussein out of business
(and clean shaven), but the facts are staggering:
Over 3500 dead and wounded soldiers, nearly a
thousand police officer deaths, frightening signs of
growing fundamentalist religious power, daily
attacks against American soldiers, other foreigners
and civilians, assassination attempts against
members of the new Iraqi parliament, the UN was
driven out by terrorist attacks, US forces are often
mal-equipped, there were not enough troops from
beginning, and a horrible strain on relations with
allies – just to name a few problems. All in less than
18 months. Mr. Bush, a word of advice: Next
time, listen to Richard Clarke.

Speaking of the former counter-terrorism aid,
Clarke seems to be the only person in America willing

Is your television news
script printed on Oval
Office stationary? – A NEW

YORK TIMES  EXPOSÉ blasts the Bush
administration for allegedly hiring actors to
play journalists touting the new <insert
negative adjective here> Medicare bill,
passed last November. According to the 15
March article, the imposter journalists
performed for videos which were to be
broadcast at local television news stations.

These are not simply government
advertisements aimed at informing
beneficiaries about the implications of the
new <insert another negative adjective
here> drug plan, which creates a $400-$500
B medication coverage plan for seniors, the
largest change to Medicare since its
inception in 1965. The law – passed by a
very slim margin in both the House and
Senate – is in fact a ten-year plan for the
erosion and eventual destruction of the
Medicare program, and an enhancement of
private interests in both the health care
industry and Congress. (Oh yeah, and it’s
an election-year spending boondoggle
meant to shore-up the home front in Karl

Rove’s War Against The Electorate.) The
spots are disguised in such a
way as to seem like legitimate
news stories from an
independent news agency, when
really the videos were produced
by the Department of Health and
Human Services for promotion
of the Bush electoral agenda. In

Guantanamo
Disgrace – IT’S NO

WONDER that after some
Guantanamo Bay ‘detainees’ of
Bush’s War on Terror were
recently released, their
immediate reaction was to
hire lawyers and consider
filing lawsuits against the
United States government.
Only in February did the U.S.
charge any Guantanamo
prisoner with anything – two
years after the establishment
of the camp formerly known
as X-Ray.

And the Gitmo saga
continues, as the military drops
its charges against a former Guantanamo Bay Muslim Chaplain, Captain James
Yee. Yee was first charged with espionage after being found holding allegedly
classified papers, for which he sat in a Naval brig – often in leg irons – while his
prosecutors sought the death penalty. When the charges failed to stick
(investigators later admitted that they had not even formally recognized that the
documents he was holding were classified), Yee was then charged with adultery
and possession of pornography on his government computer. After six months
of scrutiny, no meaningful charges have been laid against Yee as the
married father returned to regular duties with a reprimand and
international embarrassment. A 24 March New York Times editorial asks
why Yee’s sexual conduct was brought up and emphasized in a case that the
military still claims was an issue of national security, and why investigators began
their case before determining whether the materials in Yee’s possession were
even classified? The Times editorialist, along with TL Staff, wonder
if Yee’s Islamic faith made him terror suspect number one.

to take personal responsibility in the horrendous failings of
the Bush and Clinton administrations in dealing with Osama
bin Laden. It would be nice to hear a ‘we failed you’ from the
Bush administration itself, so we can move on and breathe
a sigh of relief under a Kerry presidency in January 2005.
(As we were reminded at the recent Kerry fundraiser, no one
can touch Clinton on charisma – could Bush ever say he
was wrong and go up twenty points in approval ratings?
Let’s hope not…)

So after O’Neill and Clarke, who’s the next current or
former administration official to speak out against Bush’s
monumental failure at foreign policy? Colin Powell?!??

TL Staff is also not pleased that after a year and a half

of empty rhetoric from the Bush on Iraq, no one in the
administration seems to have come to terms
with the fact that Iraq had nothing to do
with al Qaeda or with the War on Terror at
all. In fact, the worldwide terrorism situation seems to have
gotten worse, particularly in Iraq itself. Here’s a non-
exhaustive list of bombing targets since the end of major
combat operations in the Gulf:

Riyadh (May 2003)
Casablanca (May 2003)
Djakarta (August 2003)
Istanbul (November 2003)
Moscow (February 2004)
Madrid (March 2004)
Uzbekistan (March 2004)
Israel (ongoing)

The only question left on a thoughtful
progressive mind should be: What the hell were
they thinking in the first place, going into Iraq?
TL Staffers are still scratching – and shaking –
their heads.

ONE YEAR LATER

fact, two of the videos end off with a typical
news reporter voiceover: ‘In Washington,
I’m Karen Ryan, reporting.’

News anchors were in fact given
suggested scripts to introduce ‘reporter’
Karen Ryan and the packaged news
materials provided by Health and Human
Services. The complete package – scripts
and video – were used and broadcast in
several states including Louisiana and
Oklahoma, and a set of Spanish language

versions were also produced, all at the
expense of taxpayers.

Both Congress’ General Accounting
Office and the White House claim that the
ads are legal, citing the need for the
dissemination of information pertaining to
new legislation and its effect on viewers.

It is illegal for federal
money to be spent on
‘publicity and
propaganda’ not
authorized by Congress.
TL Staffers are no literary critics, but
we’re pretty sure that the contents of
Karen Ryan’s video portfolio constitute
propaganda. Ok, we’ll be fair – Karen
Ryan isn’t running for President in
November. But we certainly know who
she’s voting for.

This kind of media manipulation and
insult to the journalistic process by the
Bush administration in order to further
its political aims should NEVER be
tolerated. In Ithaca, this is TL Staff,
reporting.

Captain James Yee
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THE BACK BURNER
Jews are OK, but I don’t
like them Moos-Lams…
A recent ABC/Washington Post poll

says that the majority of
Americans don’t blame
all Jews for Jesus’ death
almost 2000 years ago. Well, thank
heavens. It’s great that after the
furor surrounding the release of the
epic film The Passion of Christ,
Americans are no more bigoted,
hateful and provincial then we
normally are. It’s sad that we even
have to hold a poll of this nature – yet
it’s clear that we do, in light of a
growing anti-Semitism
worldwide that has reared its
ugly head from East Asia to
Europe to right here in North
America. But hey, it could be worse:
A majority of Europeans still think that
Israel is the greatest threat to world
peace among the nations of the world.

When it comes to the Muslim
faith, however, Americans are
more – shall we say, discerning?
An October 2002 ABC poll

showed that at the time, a third
of Americans didn’t
think Islam taught
respect for other
beliefs, and a quarter
believed that the
religion encourages
violence against non-
Muslims. Jerry Falwell was right
all along! Predictably, analysis found that
the more familiar one was with the
religion, the higher the probability he or
she would describe Islam as a peaceful
religion respectful of other beliefs.
Like Bush’s belief about
WMDs in Iraq, it appears to
be a general rule that the less
one knows about something,
the more crap one is willing
to talk about it.

How Much Is That
Boondoggle In The Window?
or Where were YOU in May 1973???
With all the hoopla surrounding DUBYA’S QUESTIONABLE

NATIONAL GUARD RECORD during the 1970’s, its no
wonder that the Bush administration wants to keep
information tight. That’s why the government’s Chief
Actuary Richard S. Foster, apparently on threat of
dismissal, kept quiet a cost figure for the <insert the
worst adjective you can think of here> Medicare bill
that was tens, even hundreds of billions of dollars higher
than the $400 B which Congress understood when it
passed the <…> bill in November.

Foster indicated in testimony before Congress on
24 March that former administrator of the Medicare
program Thomas A. Scully told him not to disclose the
higher tally to either side of Congress or to respond to
price quote requests from the House Ways and Means
committee, with the orders coming directly from White
House Officials. Foster claims that Scully, the
architect of the <…> Medicare bill made it
clear that there would be severe consequences

WITH ETHNIC VIOLENCE REKINDLING
in Kosovo, the Middle East and elsewhere, it is a crushing
defeat of morale for those who care so dearly about human

rights to hear about Sudan, one of the last
strongholds of
slavery and the
latest victim of
mass slaughter
and starvation on
a continent that
has taken the
worst humanity
has to offer. Nearing
the 7 April ten-year
anniversary of the Rwandan
genocide that saw the deaths
of an average 8,000 people

a day for a hundred days, Sudan is yet another reluctant
opportunity for the North and West to aid the troubled
continent.

Described by the U.N.’s Sudan coordinator Mukesh
Kapila as today’s
worst humanitarian
disaster, the situation
in Southern Sudan has
been brought about by
the country’s Arab
leaders in the North,
who have commenced
a campaign of ethnic
cleansing against
Sudan’s rebellious
black Christian and
animist populations of
the South. Government
violence has created

6 0 0 , 0 0 0
internally

displaced peoples and driven
more than 100,000 into
neighboring Chad, which although

impoverished itself, has proved hospitable to the refugees.
No one is safe, however, as government militiamen regularly
invade and bomb Chad villages, spilling the mass-murder
over Sudan’s lengthy border. Some countless thousands
have been ruthlessly killed in recent violence, but
the civil war between North and South has been raging
twenty years.

Last month, part of Sudan’s troubled recent history
touched Cornell, when Francis Bok, an escaped Sudanese
slave who was sold into slavery at the age of seven, visited
on 15 March to speak out against today’s slave trade.

There at least 20 million
people under chains today,
according to AntiSlavery.org.

CRISIS: SUDAN

Sudanese slave children await freedom

for noncompliance – a weighty threat for a
position that is traditionally seen as apolitical.
Add yet another to the tally of current or former
government officials who have accused the Bush
administration of lies, deceit and blackmail.

With such obvious disregard for the ideal of
government transparency demonstrated by Scully and
Co. on an issue that could cost America trillions of dollars
in the future with little
foreseeable benefit, doesn’t it
make you wonder about the
truth behind other issues, such
as the Bush guard file? We’ll
leave that for you and
history to judge. To be
fair, maybe the kerfuffle
over Bush’s military
record is a completely
understandable mixup.
After all, George W.
Bush isn’t the only
person to forget the
better half of the 1970’s.
Just think of Ozzy
Osbourne.

“Hey Soldier! Do you remember if I was here
back in the 70’s?”
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BGAP – Big Generic Ambitious Party
Leaders When Necessary, Campaigners Often, Scam Artists 24/7

Our sincere apologies to genuine candidates.

Money
Money money money
money money! Spend less,
get more. I promise!

Greek Issues
Like cheap American beer,
loud music and lots of
low-quality sex? Me too!

International Rep
I’ve lived in three mid-
western states – I have
experience that counts.

Diversity Issues
I support diversity issues.

For the next student elections, VOTE....

JOEY JO JO JUNIOR!
FOR <INSERT POSITION HERE>

Immigrant TA’s
Learn English or get out of
our country!

The Weather
Bright May Day – Every
Day with Joey Jo Jo!

You get on my resume, I’ll
get on your…

Send your voting pin
numbers to:
jjjj1@cornell.edu. My team
will take care of the rest!

I’ve got the stuff
you need!

Never heard of
me? That’s
because I’m not a
real student leader.
But hey – now you
know my name and
that’s enough to
vote for me!


